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Abstract19

The observations from the Juno spacecraft in polar orbit of Jupiter provide for the first20

time a complete view of Jupiter’s radio emissions from all latitudes. Characterizing the21

latitudinal distribution of radio emissions’ occurrence and intensity is a useful step for22

elucidating their origin. Here we analyze for that purpose the first 3 years of observa-23

tions from the Waves experiment on the Juno spacecraft (mid-2016 to mid-2019). Two24

prerequisites for the construction of the latitudinal distribution of intensities for each Jo-25

vian radio component are (i) to work with absolute flux densities, and (ii) to be able to26

associate each radio measurement with a specific radio component. Accordingly, we de-27

velop a method to convert the Juno/Waves data in flux densities and then we build a28

catalog of all Jovian radio components over the first 3 years of Juno’s orbital mission.29

From these, we derive occurrence and intensity distributions versus observer’s latitude30

and frequency for each component; these will be the basis for future detailed studies and31

interpretations of each component’s characteristics and origin.32

1 Introduction33

A complex zoo of low-frequency radio components, from < 1 kHz to ∼ 40 MHz,34

is produced in Jupiter’s magnetosphere. This zoo is more complex than at any other planet35

in the solar system. Its components have been discovered from the ground for those whose36

spectrum exceeds the Earth’s ionospheric cutoff ∼ 10 MHz, and from space for the other37

ones, essentially by the Voyager 1 & 2 spacecraft (Carr et al., 1983; Kaiser, 1993; Zarka,38

2002, 2004). Some of the components are very intense. For example, Jovian auroral de-39

cameter radio emissions can compete with solar radio emissions (Zarka, 2007). They have40

been further studied phenomenologically and statistically with ground-based decame-41

ter arrays (e.g. in Nançay; Lamy et al., 2017) and with various spacecraft, in orbit around42

Jupiter like Galileo (Gurnett et al., 1992), flying-by like Ulysses (Stone et al., 1992) and43

Cassini (Zarka et al., 2004), or remotely like Wind (Aubier et al., 2000).44

The emission mechanism of high-latitude components has been identified as the elec-45

tron cyclotron maser instability (ECMI) and well studied (Zarka, 1998; Treumann, 2006;46

Louarn et al., 2017, 2018; Louis, Louarn, et al., 2020), to the point where the time-frequency47

morphology of these emissions can be modelled quite accurately (Hess et al., 2008; Louis,48

Lamy, Zarka, Cecconi, Imai, et al., 2017). By contrast, low-latitude emissions are attributed49

to mode conversion mechanisms producing emissions at or near the local plasma frequency,50

possibly on density gradients (e.g. plasma torus or magnetopause), but those are less quan-51

titatively documented (Barbosa, 1982; Gurnett & Scarf, 1983; Jones, 1988; Ronnmark,52

1992).53

All observational studies have been performed so far from low Jovian latitudes. The54

Earth’s always remains within ±4◦ of Jupiter’s equator, and the various spacecraft have55

remained within a few degrees of the equator, except for brief and remote observations56

from Ulysses (Stone et al., 1992; Kimura et al., 2008a). The Juno spacecraft, in polar57

orbit around Jupiter since mid-2016, provides for the first time a complete sampling of58

all observer’s latitudes, allowing us to determine the overall emission diagram of each59

component as a function of the Jovian latitude (Kurth, Imai, et al., 2017). This is the60

main purpose of the present paper.61

This determination provides new constraints (i) on the emission mechanisms (for62

a given radio component, the overall latitudinal beaming is the convolution of the beam-63

ing of each point source with the spatial distribution of the sources), (ii) on the distri-64

bution of the plasma density and its gradients in the Jovian magnetosphere (the avail-65

ability of a reliable magnetic field model removes a large part of the uncertainties related66

to the topology of the magnetic field), and possibly (iii) on the location of energetic elec-67

tron precipitation. Furthermore, the planetocentric distribution of radio component beam-68

ing is interesting to extrapolate to the case of exoplanets, from which one attempts to69
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detect stronger analogues of Jupiter’s radio emissions (see e.g. Turner et al., 2021), in70

order to document favourable viewing geometries.71

In order to derive this overall latitudinal beaming per component, two prerequi-72

sites should be fulfilled: (1) the radio measurements from the Juno/Waves experiment,73

which detects radio waves around Jupiter, must be converted to absolute flux densities,74

and (2) these radio measurements should be sorted by Jovian radio component.75

Flux density calibration has been successfully achieved for radio experiments on-76

board e.g. Cassini or Wind because these experiments were sensitive enough to detect77

the galactic radio background. Measurement of this background by a short electric dipole78

(of tip-to-tip length < λ/2), that has a broad beam ∼ 8π/3 sr, has been well documented79

(Manning & Dulk, 2001; Dulk et al., 2001) so that it provides the basis for an absolute80

calibration to an accuracy within a factor ∼ 2 (Zarka et al., 2004). Spacecraft-generated81

interference is generally narrowband enough to be interpolated from surrounding unpol-82

luted measurements. However, the Waves experiment on Juno (Kurth, Hospodarsky, et83

al., 2017) has a limited sensitivity, partly due to its shorter electric dipole compared to84

Cassini’s or Wind’s, so it cannot detect the Galactic radio background, but only Jovian85

signals and spacecraft-generated interference. As the latter is not sufficiently well con-86

trolled to be usable (especially in the high-frequency part of the instrument), one has87

to rely on the Jovian radio signals themselves to estimate flux densities from the Juno/Waves88

measurements. But how can we deduce measured flux densities on the basis of the sig-89

nals that the instrument is supposed to map? The solution that we propose here is to90

match the long-term statistical averages (or peaks) of the Cassini (and Voyager) Jovian91

signals with those recorded by Juno in the same geometrical configuration, i.e. from low92

Jovian latitudes only. With the conversion table thus established, one can then turn Juno93

measurements performed at all latitudes into absolute flux densities. The processing and94

conversion are presented in Appendix A, and the processed data in flux density units are95

available at https://doi.org/10.25935/6jg4-mk86 (Louis, Zarka, & Cecconi, 2021).96

In Section 2, we give an overview of Jupiter’s radio components. In Section 3, we97

briefly present the Juno/Waves experiment and its mission context. In order to study98

separately each Jovian radio component, we build in Section 4 a catalog of Jovian ra-99

dio emission events detected in daily Juno/Waves dynamic spectra (intensity as a func-100

tion of time and frequency), over the first 3 years of Juno’s orbital mission. In Section101

5, based on the previous processing and catalog, we derive for the first time reference102

distributions of emission occurrence and intensity for each component as a function of103

latitude and frequency. Finally, Section 6 summarizes and discusses our results as well104

as prospects for subsequent studies.105

Supplementary Table and Figures are provided as separate Supporting Informa-106

tion (SI).107

2 Jovian radio components108

Jupiter’s low-frequency radio spectrum includes about half a dozen components iden-109

tified in previous studies, between ∼ 1 kHz and 40 MHz (see review papers of Zarka,110

1998, 2004, references therein, and references below). We briefly present them from low111

to high frequencies, as known in the pre-Juno era. Most of them show up in e.g. Fig-112

ure 1 of Zarka et al. (2001), as well as on Figure 2 of the present paper displaying Juno/Waves113

data.114

At the lowest frequencies, the so-called Quasi-Periodic (QP) bursts cover the range115

from ≤ 1 kHz to 20–30 kHz. They were discovered using Voyager data (Kurth et al.,116

1989) and named Jovian type III bursts owing to the time-frequency drift of their low-117

frequency tail. They were studied again using Ulysses radio observations and named QP118

bursts owing to their quasi-periodicities at ∼ 15 and ∼ 40 minutes (MacDowall et al.,119
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1993). They present strong analogies with the Terrestrial low-frequency bursts from the120

Earth’s magnetosphere (Steinberg et al., 2004, and references therein). As them, QP bursts121

seem to be emitted from high-latitude (auroral), high-altitude regions and are then sub-122

ject to complex propagation that generates the drifting tail (MacDowall et al., 1993; De-123

sch, 1994; Hospodarsky et al., 2004; Steinberg et al., 2004). The superposition of the QP124

tails results in a continuum of emission that is partly trapped in the magnetospheric plasma125

cavity, and partly escaping it (Kaiser et al., 1992; Imai et al., 2017). This continuum su-126

perposes to the ubiquitous trapped nonthermal continuum radiation below 5 kHz (Gurnett127

& Scarf, 1983) and the escaping continuum radiation slightly above 5 kHz, produced by128

mode conversion on density gradients (that we shall not study in this paper). There is129

no consensus on the generation mechanism of QP bursts (CMI? mode conversion?), al-130

though it is believed that the emission is produced at or close to the local electron cy-131

clotron frequency (fce = eB/2πme, where e and me are the electron charge and mass132

and B the local magnetic field amplitude). There is no consensus either on their emis-133

sion mode, although O-mode is favoured (Kimura et al., 2008b, 2012). The origin of the134

quasi-periodicities of these bursts is thought to be related to electron bursts in the outer135

magnetosphere (MacDowall et al., 1993), but the precise relationship remains to be elu-136

cidated.137

Overlapping with the QP range, from a few kHz to a few tens of kHz, one finds a138

component structured in narrow bands of emission, rarely reported in the literature. It139

covers a frequency range higher than the escaping continuum radiation and may include140

the so-called narrowband electromagnetic emissions identified by Gurnett et al. (1983).141

It may be generated by mode conversion on plasma density gradients at the plasma fre-142

quency (fpe = (1/2π)(N2
e /ε0me)

1/2, where Ne is the electronic plasma density and ε0143

the vacuum permittivity) or the upper hybrid resonance frequency. Hereafter we will re-144

fer to this component as narrowband Low Frequency (nLF) emission.145

At slightly higher frequencies, one finds another narrowband emission called the146

narrowband kilometer emission (nKOM) in the range ∼ 60–160 kHz. It was discovered147

with Voyager (Kaiser & Desch, 1980) and its source was located by Ulysses in Io’s plasma148

torus (Reiner et al., 1993). Its emission mechanism is not known with certainty, but its149

source location is only compatible with emission at or near fpe. Both the nLF and nKOM150

show up on dynamic spectra as fuzzy patches of emission elongated in time.151

Above ∼ 20 kHz and up to a few hundred kHz (typically 400 kHz, cf. Zarka et al.,152

2004) lies the broadband kilometric emission (bKOM), made of sporadic, often drifting153

features. Originating along high-latitude, auroral field lines with apex at 15-60 RJ (1154

RJ = Jovian radius ∼ 71400 km) from the planet (Ladreiter et al., 1994; Kurth et al.,155

1980; Imai et al., 2019; Louis, Prangé, et al., 2019), bKOM is produced on the X-mode156

by the CMI near the local fce at distances ≥ 5 RJ away from the planet. The cause for157

its sporadicity is not understood.158

Above 200–300 kHz and up to a few MHz is the hectometric (HOM) emission. Much159

more steady than the bKOM emission (Zarka et al., 2004), it is observed at longitudes160

approximately in antiphase with bKOM (Boischot et al., 1981; Lecacheux et al., 1992).161

It is also definitely attributed to the CMI and has sources along auroral field lines with162

apex similar to or slightly lower than bKOM (Ladreiter et al., 1994; Louis, Prangé, et163

al., 2019).164

Finally, the auroral decametric emission (DAM) covers the range from a few MHz165

to 40 MHz. It is the only low-frequency planetary radio emission detectable from the ground166

above the Earth’s ionospheric cut-off (∼ 10 MHz), if one omits the synchrotron emis-167

sion from radiation belts at much higher frequencies (GHz). It is produced primarily on168

the X-mode near the local fce by the CMI (Zarka, 1998). It is connected in a complex169

way to the HOM, which is not simply the low-frequency extent of DAM (Imai et al., 2011).170

The decameter range actually includes the emission related to the main Jovian aurora,171
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along field lines connected to the main auroral oval (Louis, Prangé, et al., 2019) and de-172

cametric emissions induced by the interaction of the Jovian magnetic field with the Galilean173

satellites Io, Ganymede and Europa (Bigg, 1964; Menietti et al., 1998; Higgins et al., 2006;174

Marques et al., 2017; Louis, Lamy, Zarka, Cecconi, & Hess, 2017; Zarka et al., 2018). It175

is possible to distinguish between these sources on the basis of the time-frequency shape176

of the emissions, their statistical occurrence in observer’s longitude-satellite phase planes,177

and modelling by the ExPRES code (Louis, Hess, et al., 2019).178

3 Juno mission and Juno/Waves experiment179

Juno has been performing its orbital tour since 2016/07/03. The spacecraft flys around180

Jupiter on polar orbits of period ∼ 53 days, of which ±3 hours are spent within a dis-181

tance of 5 RJ of Jupiter (and ±6 h within 8 RJ) around each perijove (closest approach182

to Jupiter). During these brief intervals, very high latitudes are sampled (up to ±90◦).183

Figure 1 shows (a) the latitudes explored along the Juno trajectory during the first184

3 years of the mission, that cover the first 20 perijoves, as a function of the distance to185

Jupiter, and (b) the cumulative time (in minutes) spent at each latitude.186
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Figure 1. (a) Jovicentric latitudes explored by Juno as a function of the distance during the

interval covered by the present study, between DoY 100 of 2016 (2016/04/09) and DoY 172 of

2019 (2019/06/21). The distance scale is logarithmic between 1 and 30 RJ , and linear beyond

30 RJ . The processing pipeline described in Appendix A is based on data recorded at latitudes

within ±4◦ of the equator (magnetic latitude within ±14◦) and beyond 30 RJ (these limits are

indicated by dash-dotted lines). (b) Time (in minutes) spent by Juno within each 1◦ bin of lat-

itude during the same 3-year interval (solid line). The dashed line is the time spent by Juno at

distances ≥30 RJ . The thick line, within ±4◦ of latitude, corresponds to the data used for our

processing pipeline (the peak around +10◦ corresponds to Juno’s approach trajectory).

The orbital period is not a multiple of the planet’s rotation period, so that differ-187

ent longitudes are sampled, orbit after orbit. Juno/Waves thus observes Jovian radio com-188

ponents from all points of view. Juno spins around the axis of its high-gain antenna, mak-189

ing one revolution per 30 s (with fluctuations of a few percent along the tour).190

The Waves instrument onboard Juno consists of 2 receivers connected to an elec-191

tric dipole antenna (made of two 2.8 m monopoles) and a magnetic search coil (Kurth,192

Hospodarsky, et al., 2017). We are interested here in electric measurements only (mag-193

netic measurements are restricted to frequencies ≤ 20 kHz). Together, the two receivers194

cover the full spectral range of all Jovian radio components and plasma waves. Each re-195

ceiver samples two frequency bands. The Low Frequency Receiver (LFR) samples the196
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bands LFR-low from ∼ 50 Hz to 20 kHz, and LFR-high from ∼ 20 to 140 kHz. The197

High Frequency Receiver (HFR) samples the bands HFR-low from ∼ 140 kHz to 3 MHz,198

and HFR-high from ∼ 3 to 41 MHz. The receivers record waveforms of the sampled elec-199

tric signal below 3 MHz, from which low-resolution (so-called survey mode) and high-200

resolution (so-called burst mode) dynamic spectra are produced. Above 3 MHz, the sur-201

vey mode data are recorded in swept frequency analyzer mode. Survey-mode data are202

continuously recorded along Juno’s orbit, a full spectrum being produced every 1 s to203

30 s (the resolution of 1 s is always used around perijoves, and actually over a large frac-204

tion of the time on the rest of the orbits). The spectral resolution depends on the receiver205

and on the observation mode. In survey mode, a spectrum 50 Hz - 41 MHz is divided206

in 126 frequency channels, 110 of which are above 1 kHz (which is the minimum frequency207

addressed in this paper).208

An examination of the Juno/Waves survey data (see Appendix A) shows that the209

HFR-high band is polluted by narrowband interference, spacecraft- or instrument-generated.210

The HFR-Low sub-band has a low sensitivity and is able to detect Jupiter’s signals only211

within a few (but crucial) hours around the perijoves, returning only noise and interfer-212

ence at greater distances from Jupiter (see Figure 2). Level jumps (dB to tens of dB)213

are observed between sub-receivers. For these reasons, we processed the Juno/Waves data214

as described in Appendix A to correct these problems at best before converting the mea-215

surements into absolute flux densities. In this paper we used survey-mode “PDS v1” data.216

But our processing can similarly be applied to the recalibrated “PDS v2” data (or any217

subsequent recalibrated data set) and will lead to the same flux densities, only with a218

different conversion table.219

4 Catalog of Jovian radio components220

Little directional information is provided by Juno/Waves (cf. Imai et al., 2017).221

Thus, in order to distinguish between the Jovian radio component in the frame of a large222

scale statistical study, it is necessary to identify and separate them in dynamic spectra.223

Automated recognition based on machine-learning techniques will likely be efficient soon,224

but in the meantime (and also to train these future recognition algorithms), we created225

“manually” a catalog of Jupiter’s radio components from daily (24 hours) dynamic spec-226

tra of processed flux densities. The method is similar to that defined in Marques et al.227

(2017) (see in particular Appendix A of that paper). The radio components were visu-228

ally identified according to their time-frequency morphology, and then manually encir-229

cled by contours and labelled, using a dedicated program that records the coordinates230

of the contours and the label of each emission patch. Figure 2 displays two typical 24 h231

processed dynamic spectra with their catalogued emissions.232

In total, ∼ 5800 contours were drawn. Catalogued components include: nKOM233

(∼ 2000 events), nLF (∼ 1200 events), QP (∼ 1150 events) and satellite-induced DAM234

emissions (∼ 1350 events, of which 1085 are Io-induced DAM events). While nKOM and235

nLF patches can be identified individually (cf. Figure 2), QP bursts often form a quasi-236

continuum of emission at the lowest frequencies. Thus, we have chosen to include in a237

single daily contour the region of the dynamic spectrum containing QP bursts and non-238

thermal continuum (with a variable maximum frequency separating QP from nLF or bKOM),239

that will allow us to analyze in detail the content of these regions (e.g. burst periodic-240

ities) in further works. Satellite-induced emissions were identified by comparing the Juno/Waves241

dynamic spectra with simulations performed using the ExPRES code (Louis, Hess, et242

al., 2019). The simulations allow to predict the occurrence and shape of time-frequency243

DAM arcs induced by the interaction of Io, Ganymede and Europa with Jupiter’s mag-244

netic field (as in Louis, Lamy, Zarka, Cecconi, & Hess, 2017; Louis, Lamy, Zarka, Cec-245

coni, Imai, et al., 2017), that can then be identified in the data. The latest Jovian mag-246

netic field model JRM09 (Connerney et al., 2018) was used. All the simulation data are247

available at https://doi.org/10.25935/KPGE-ZB59(Louis, Cecconi, & Loh, 2020). In248
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Figure 2. Example of two 24-hour dynamic spectra of processed Juno/Waves data

(2017/03/29 and 2017/07/20, i.e. resp. DoY 88 and 201 of 2017). Catalogued events are in-

dicated by the white contours and labels. The ubiquitous drifting features below 150 kHz are

bKOM, emission patches and arcs not otherwise identified above 3 MHz are auroral HOM and

DAM emissions.

the catalog these emissions are identified by a two-letter code: the first letter is I, G or249

E (for Io, Ganymede or Europa) and the second one is A, B, C, or D (following the usual250

identification of the corresponding Jovian radio source in the northern - A,B - or south-251

ern - C,D - hemisphere, and on the western - B,D - or eastern - A,C - limb). Far from252

the perijoves, satellite-induced radio emissions show up with a good contrast over au-253

roral DAM, and are thus recognizable with confidence. Close to perijoves (∼ ±3 h), due254

to the proximity of the planet and the high speed of the spacecraft (> 50 km/s), satellite-255

induced emissions have an unusual time-frequency shape and are drowned in auroral DAM,256

thus their unambiguous identification becomes impossible.257

As the background is very close to zero, the contours do not need to follow closely258

the shape of the emissions. They must only separate the components from each other.259

Then, the contents of selected contours can be included or excluded to build time series,260

histograms of intensities or any other derived quantity, including or excluding any la-261

belled component. The contours are used as masks to select or exclude any component.262

This explains how we can select and study bKOM, HOM or auroral- (i.e. satellite-independent)263

DAM. These components have not been explicitly catalogued because they are the most264

frequent emissions in their respective frequency range. They can be selected and stud-265

ied by excluding all other components and restricting to the appropriate frequency range.266

For example, excluding nKOM, nLF and QP in the range 1 kHz – 1 MHz (in practice267

1 kHz – 140 kHz as Waves has a lower sensitivity in the range 140 kHz – 3 MHz) allows268

to select the bKOM component only.269
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Note that in the few hours around perijoves, Juno passed through regions where270

it crossed auroral radio sources (bKOM, HOM and DAM - cf. Kurth, Imai, et al., 2017;271

Louis, Prangé, et al., 2019). All the emissions catalogued as radio source crossings are272

labeled specifically (’SRC’) in the catalog, so that they can be studied separately. We273

excluded them from our statistical study below in order to avoid normalization issues.274

5 Latitude-frequency distributions of occurrence and intensity per Jo-275

vian radio component276

With the processed Juno/Waves data converted to flux density units (see Appendix277

A), combined with the ability to study each radio component separately using our cat-278

alog (see Section 4), we built here for the first time the observed occurrence probabil-279

ities and flux density distributions as a function of observer’s latitude and frequency for280

each Jovian radio component. From the contours recorded in the catalog, it is straight-281

forward to extract the frequency ranges covered by each component (using the masks282

in the catalog to select wanted components or exclude unwanted ones). They are listed283

in Table 1. Within these frequency ranges, unselected data are set to zero, then we build284

an histogram of the intensities of selected data in each frequency channel. This histogram285

has the shape of a Gaussian distribution plus a higher intensity tail. The Gaussian dis-286

tribution contains the residual background in the selected data, whereas the tail char-287

acterizes the intensities of the component studied. Examples of such histograms are dis-288

played in Figure S2 (Supporting Information). The lower limit of the tail can be easily289

identified in each case from the departure from the fitted Gaussian distribution. This290

lower limit is taken as the threshold under which all selected intensity values are set to291

zero. The remaining nonzero data truly characterize the intensity distribution of the stud-292

ied component.293

The auroral HOM and DAM only differ by the spectral ranges covered, and the limit294

and connections between these two components are not clear yet (Imai et al., 2011). We295

will therefore study them together. The frequency ranges of the Ganymede-DAM and296

Europa-DAM emissions are similar to those of the Io-DAM, but we will not study here297

their latitudinal distributions because too few events have been detected yet. Finally,298

we will not attempt to separate the nonthermal continuum from QP bursts tails, but back-299

ground subtraction (see Appendix A) likely reduces the contribution of the nonthermal300

continuum to processed data. We then end up with the 6 components listed in Table 1.301

For each component and each frequency in the corresponding range, the thresholds de-302

termined from the histograms of intensities (like in Figure S2, Supporting Information)303

are tabulated in Table S1 (Supporting Information).304

Table 1. Frequency ranges covered by each component. The limits in parentheses fall into

the HFR-low band and thus only concern the few events detected near the perijoves. For our

statistical study, we exclude the HFR-low band thus the frequency ranges used are those not in

parentheses.

Radio component Minimum - Maximum frequency

QP 1 - 140 (900) kHz
nLF 1.3 - 130 kHz

nKOM 12 - 140 (250) kHz
bKOM 1 - 140 (800) kHz

HOM & DAM (auroral) (0.14) 3.5 - 41 MHz
Io-DAM (0.14) 3.5 - 40 MHz
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To derive the occurrence probability versus the latitude and the frequency, for each305

Jovian radio component, we counted the number of measurements above the threshold306

per Juno/Waves channel and per 1◦ latitude bin, and we divided it by the total num-307

ber of measurements recorded in that latitude bin. The resulting occurrence distribu-308

tions are displayed in Figure 3 as a function of the magnetic latitude of the spacecraft309

and of the frequency. Similar plots for the centrifugal and Jovicentric latitudes of the310

spacecraft are displayed in Figures S3 and S4 (Supporting Information). Figure 4 dis-311

plays the intensity distribution of each component as a function of frequency and mag-312

netic latitude. In each bin, the mean of all measurements that are above the threshold313

is computed. Bins with no measurement above the threshold are set to an arbitrary low314

value. On these two figures, gaps at fixed frequencies are due to interference. Vertical315

structures at low latitudes result from sporadic events occurring while the spacecraft lat-316

itude changes slowly (see below). Occurrence and intensity distributions are very com-317

plementary: for example, a radio component may be sporadic, with a low occurrence prob-318

ability, but intense whenever present, and thus show up with a low occurrence proba-319

bility and a high intensity. All other combinations are possible.320

We compare below the obtained distributions in the three latitude systems (mag-321

netic, centrifugal and Jovicentric), attempting to determine which one organizes better322

the data for each radio component. Based on Connerney et al. (2018), Jupiter’s mag-323

netic equator is tilted by an angle α = 10.31◦ relative to the Jovicentric equator, while324

the centrifugal equator is inclined relative to the Jovicentric equator by an angle β =325

2
3α (Hill et al., 1974). As Figures 3 and 4 stack data over 3 years and 20 orbits, a bet-326

ter data organization should correspond to sharper features with a higher contrast in the327

panels of Figures 3 and 4. However, as Juno’s Jovicentric latitude varies slowly along its328

orbits (cf. Figure 1) sporadic bursts will appear as intense vertical lines in the distribu-329

tions in Jovicentric latitude (Figure S4). Since the centrifugal latitude oscillates by ±6.9◦330

with Jupiter’s rotation, and the magnetic latitude by ±10.3◦, these oscillations tend to331

blur the emission patches from Jovicentric to centrifugal to magnetic latitude systems.332

Thus if we observe a higher contrast in magnetic latitude, it indicates that the correspond-333

ing component is physically better organized in this system (this is expected for auro-334

ral emissions produced at fce along magnetic field lines). If the contrast is higher in cen-335

trifugal latitude, it suggests that either this latitude system or the magnetic one better336

organizes the corresponding component (low latitude emissions produced at fpe are ex-337

pected to depend more on centrifugal latitude). Finally, if the contrast is higher in Jovi-338

centric latitude, no firm conclusion can be drawn as it might be an orbital/temporal ef-339

fect as described above.340

Below, we describe qualitatively the 6 panels of Figures 3 and 4 (with sometimes341

comparison to Figures S3 and S4, Supporting Information), that are further discussed342

in the next section, leaving detailed analyses and modeling of the observed features to343

future works.344

5.1 nKOM component345

nKOM occurrence and mean intensity are displayed on panel a of Figures 3 and346

4. Emission above 60 kHz is beamed within the latitude range −50◦ to +35◦ of the equa-347

tor and is asymmetric between North and South. Minimum occurrence occurs around348

−10◦, and maximum occurrence at mid-latitudes (−50◦ to −35◦ in the South, and +15◦349

to +35◦ in the North). In addition, patches of higher latitude emission show up in the350

range 30-60 kHz (−80◦ to 50◦ in the South, and +30◦ to +80◦ in the North). The mid-351

latitude patches seem better organized in magnetic latitude, whereas the higher latitude352

30-40 kHz patches seem better organized in centrifugal latitude (see Figure S3, Support-353

ing Information). Figure 4a also shows that even if the emission is less frequent at low354

latitude, it can be as or more intense than at high latitude.355
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Figure 3. Occurrence probability of each Jovian radio component as a function of Juno’s

magnetic latitude and frequency. The latitude bins are 1◦ wide and the frequencies are those of

Juno/Waves channels. (a) nKOM, (b) nLF, (c) QP, (d) Io-DAM, (e) auroral DAM, (f) bKOM

(see Table 1).

5.2 nLF component356

nLF occurrence and mean intensity are displayed on panel b of Figures 3 and 4.357

The distribution is reminiscent of nKOM at first look, with a near-equatorial minimum,358

mid-latitude maximum occurrence and high-latitude patches, but there are important359

differences: nLF covers lower frequencies (mostly < 60 kHz). Its broad minimum (−25◦360

to +15◦) reaches much lower occurrences than nKOM at low latitudes. The North-South361

asymmetry is more pronounced than for nKOM, with much more southern emission, down362

to −85◦ to −90◦. The mid-latitude emission is in the range 5-50 kHz, whereas high-latitude363

patches (−85◦ to −50◦ and +30◦ to +60◦) are in the range 20-50 kHz. Mid-latitude emis-364

sion seems better organized in centrifugal latitude (see Figure S3, Supporting Informa-365
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Figure 4. Intensity normalized to a distance of 1 AU (in W/m2/Hz2) of each Jovian radio

component as a function of Juno’s magnetic latitude and frequency. The latitude bins are 1◦

wide and the frequencies are those of Juno/Waves channels. (a) nKOM, (b) nLF, (c) QP, (d)

Io-DAM, (e) auroral DAM, (f) bKOM (see Table 1).

tion), whereas the higher latitude emission around 30-40 kHz seems better organized in366

magnetic latitude: this is opposite to the nKOM situation.367

Regarding the intensity of the nLF emission, Figure 4b shows that the emission at368

low latitude is more intense than nKOM, and more intense than high-latitude nLF, even369

if less frequent. We note a clear trend of increasing intensity with decreasing frequen-370

cies.371

5.3 QP component372

QP occurrence and mean intensity are displayed in Figures 3c and 4c. It has a low373

occurrence and frequency extent (≤ 10-20 kHz) at low latitudes, as was observed by Cassini,374

Voyager and Galileo. Conversely, the occurrence probability increases considerably (up375
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to > 80% = highest of all Jovian radio components) toward high latitudes, up to ±90◦,376

and its frequency extent increases as well up to ≥ 150 kHz. It shows an asymmetric dis-377

tribution, being more intense and extended over a broader latitude range in the north-378

ern hemisphere. The minimum occurrence, that never quite reaches zero, covers the range379

−45◦ to +15◦, i.e. it is centered around −15◦. QP looks more confined to high latitudes380

in the magnetic latitude system, that seems consequently to better organize the data.381

Figure 4c shows that QP is almost uniformly intense at all latitudes, and clearly more382

intense below 20 kHz than above. Below 5 kHz it may include some trapped continuum383

emission, and escaping continuum below ∼10 kHz. Note that an emission catalogued as384

QP (patch at ∼ 50 kHz and +30◦ to +50◦ latitude, not visible in the occurrence Panel385

Figure 3c) seems to be actually nLF.386

5.4 bKOM component387

bKOM occurrence and mean intensity are displayed in Figures 3f and 4f. They dis-388

play an extremely asymmetric pattern, with peaks at about −45◦ and +30◦ in the range389

5-140 kHz, covering a broader latitude range with increasing frequency. bKOM has the390

second highest occurrence of all Jovian radio components (> 60%). In addition to the391

main component, an extent toward very high latitudes shows up in the range 10-60 kHz.392

The deep equatorial minimum is centered around +10◦ with asymmetrical gradients on393

its edge (softer to the South, steeper to the North). bKOM occurrence looks sharper in394

centrifugal latitude (see Figure S3, Supporting Information). Figure 4f shows that above395

∼ 10 kHz, the emission is more intense at mid-latitudes than at low-latitudes. The emis-396

sion is more intense at low frequencies where its occurrence is lower, i.e. it is both more397

sporadic and more intense at low frequencies. Below a few kHz, it is likely contaminated398

by QP emissions.399

5.5 Auroral HOM and DAM components400

HOM & DAM occurrence and mean intensity are displayed in Figures 3e and 4e.401

Only observations at a distance ≤ 45 RJ were included in these plots because at larger402

distances, auroral DAM fades out and only Io-DAM emissions remain visible in the HFR-403

High band (see Louis, Lamy, Zarka, Cecconi, Imai, et al., 2017). Horizontal gaps are due404

to interference. The apparent organization of the data slightly favours magnetic latitude.405

HOM emission, up to ∼ 6-8 MHz, appears as the Jovian radio component most sym-406

metrically distributed in latitude. Its intensity is nearly uniform at all latitudes, and it407

may be slightly underestimated because a fraction of HOM signal may have been included408

in the subtracted background. Its occurrence remains high up to 90◦, with two relative409

minima in the ranges −30◦ to −20◦ and +20◦ to +30◦. HOM occurrence is significantly410

higher than DAM’s. DAM consists of a population or time-frequency arcs not exceed-411

ing 20 MHz detected over a broad range of latitudes, plus arcs reaching ∼ 40 MHz de-412

tected in a more restricted latitude range (low latitudes and northern hemisphere only).413

Figure 4e shows that the high-frequency emissions (> 20 MHz) are one order of mag-414

nitude more intense than the low-frequency ones. No intense northern (high-frequency)415

emission seems to be detected below ∼ −10◦. The population of low-frequency arcs (<416

20 MHz) is reminiscent of the so-called “lesser arcs” identified in Voyager radio measure-417

ments (Boischot et al., 1981; Boischot & Aubier, 1981; Alexander et al., 1981), which418

have not yet received a clear physical interpretation. The North–South asymmetry of419

high-frequency arcs is likely related to the higher maximum amplitude of the planetary420

magnetic field in the northern hemisphere, with more electrons mirrored in the North421

and more precipitating in the southern hemisphere. The highest frequencies are observed422

from low latitudes, which may be due to a beaming effect (Galopeau & Boudjada, 2016;423

Louis, Lamy, Zarka, Cecconi, Imai, et al., 2017) that deserves further investigation.424
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5.6 Io-DAM component425

Io-DAM occurrence and mean intensity are displayed on Figures 3d and 4d. As noted426

above, identification of satellite-induced emissions within auroral DAM based on ExPRES427

simulations is almost impossible too close to perijoves, and this is the only time when428

the highest latitudes are explored. This explains the apparently zero occurrences at high429

northern and southern latitudes, but a small fraction of the emissions identified as au-430

roral DAM are certainly satellite-induced DAM emissions. Both centrifugal and mag-431

netic latitude systems do as well for organizing the emissions, but the southern high-latitude432

part looks sharper in magnetic latitude. Occurrence is very asymmetrical, from about433

−70◦ to +40◦, and it is higher at its mid-latitude edges (clearly different from the au-434

roral DAM). Higher frequencies are observed in the North (in the range∼ 0◦ to 30◦).435

These high frequencies are not observed south of −5◦. The occurrence pattern shows rel-436

ative minima 0◦ and −35◦, i.e. symmetrical around −15◦. Even more clear than for the437

Auroral DAM, Figure 4d shows a steep gradient of intensity toward high-frequencies with438

emissions > 20 MHz being one order of magnitude more intense than emissions ≤ 10 MHz.439

Note that very few data are available for Europa- and Ganymede-induced radio emis-440

sions, that show essentially the same organization as Io-DAM.441

6 Summary, discussion and prospects442

We have developed a pipeline for processing the Juno/Waves data and converting443

them into absolute flux densities (see Appendix A), based on Jupiter radio emissions ob-444

served from low latitudes. The method consists in comparing emission statistics (50%445

occurrence and 1% occurrence spectra) derived from Cassini observations at Jupiter (Zarka446

et al., 2004), complemented by Voyager measurements from (Zarka, 1992) (Figure S1,447

Supporting Information), with similar statistics derived from Juno/Waves measurements448

taken in similar observation configurations (|Jovicentric latitude| ≤ 4◦ & distance ≥ 30 RJ).449

We found that it was necessary to pre-process Juno data in order to isolate Jupiter sig-450

nals from spacecraft- and/or instrument-generated interference. Pre-processing includes451

an FFT filtering of “PDS v1” data (as provided by the NASA/PDS, and then resam-452

pled on a regular time grid of e.g. 1 s to fulfilled the Nyquist-Shannon sampling crite-453

rion), frequency channel per frequency channel, eliminating all signals not modulated454

by the spacecraft rotation (outside of (N ± 0.15)/30 Hz windows, with N = 1 to 8),455

followed by subtraction of a reference background computed over the first three years456

of the mission. The processed data allowed us to build a frequency-dependent conver-457

sion table, which can then be used to convert any Juno/Waves dataset into absolute flux458

densities, after FFT filtering and background subtraction. A specific procedure has been459

developed for the HFR-low band because of its very low sensitivity, and a constant con-460

version curve is used below 5 kHz to bypass the presence of the trapped nonthermal con-461

tinuum (see Appendix A).462

Flux densities can be further normalized to a fixed observer’s distance if needed.463

This is useful only for statistical studies (such as the one we performed about the lat-464

itudinal distribution of the detected emissions), but not for local studies (e.g. of the wave465

electric field in the sources).466

The estimated error is within a factor 2 in the LFR-low band above 5 kHz, and in467

the LFR-high and HFR-high bands, and likely twice as large in the HFR-low band and468

below 5 kHz.469

Then, we have built a catalog of all Jovian radio components over the first three470

years of Juno’s orbital mission by identifying visually and drawing contours in the time-471

frequency plane around the emissions of less frequent type in each spectral band. This472

allows us to study independently each component by selecting or excluding emission within473

contours. We have determined an intensity threshold per frequency (Figure S2 and Ta-474
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ble S1, Supporting Information) below which measurements are set to zero, which al-475

lowed us to characterize the occurrence of Jovian emission in each Juno/Waves measure-476

ment (1 if above the threshold, 0 if below it). Combining the processing, the catalog and477

the threshold information, we could build maps of occurrence probability and mean in-478

tensity (of measurements above the threshold) for each Jovian radio component, as a func-479

tion of latitude and frequency (Figures 3 and 4, and S3 & S4). Thanks to its polar or-480

bits, Juno provides for the first time a view of Jupiter’s radio emissions from all observer’s481

latitudes.482

In the present paper we limited ourselves to a first qualitative analysis of these latitude-483

frequency maps, the main conclusions of which are:484

1. all low-frequency components (nLF, nKOM, bKOM, QP) display an occurrence485

minimum near the equator, and maxima at mid-latitudes, except the QP bursts486

occurrence that maximizes at ±90◦;487

2. all radio components except HOM have a highly asymmetric occurrence in lat-488

itude; nLF, nKOM, bKOM and QP have their overall latitude-frequency pattern489

shifted to the South; the minimum occurrence of bKOM is centered around +10◦490

latitude (consistent with Kimura et al., 2008b), with asymmetric gradients on both491

sides;492

3. nLF and bKOM show higher occurrences in the southern hemisphere;493

4. conversely, QP bursts have a higher occurrence in the northern hemisphere, with494

a larger extent towards lower latitudes in the North; their occurrence is low at low495

latitudes, and increases toward higher frequencies at high latitudes ; but QP bursts496

are almost uniformly intense at all latitudes;497

5. bKOM occurrence has high-latitude extents at 10-60 kHz;498

6. nLF and nKOM occurrences have high latitude extents (up to ±80◦) at resp. 20-499

50 kHz and 30-60 kHz; these extents have similar morphologies, very different from500

that of bKOM; they might belong to a unique component;501

7. the occurrence of nLF and nKOM fall to zero at the highest northern and south-502

ern latitudes (this is also the case for Io-DAM but we rather attribute it to a se-503

lection effect);504

8. auroral DAM and Io-DAM reach higher frequencies in the North than in the South;505

high-frequency emission is absent south of −5◦ to −10◦ suggesting that the north-506

ern emission is not detected from the southern hemisphere (and vice-versa?);507

9. by order of decreasing occurrence, we find the QP bursts, bKOM, HOM, auroral508

DAM and nLF, and finally nKOM and Io-DAM.509

10. Aurora HOM and DAM, Io-DAM, and QP components are better organized in510

magnetic latitude. nLF and bKOM are better organized in centrifugal latitude.511

For nKOM it is difficult to favour one of these two systems upon the other.512

Not all these observations are easy to interpret, but we can make a few remarks513

and propose some directions.514

Point (1) could bear a different meaning for the various low-frequency Jovian ra-515

dio components. For nKOM and possibly nLF (together with point 10), it is consistent516

with the emission being produced near the local plasma frequency in Io’s torus, or at the517

plasmasphere or plasma sheet boundaries (see e.g. Divine & Garrett, 1983); the peak518

mid-latitude occurrences of nKOM and nLF (points 1,7) could be consistent with emis-519

sion beamed along density gradients; this will be the subject of a subsequent study. We520

note that nLF is frequent in Juno/waves data while it was rarely observed from the equa-521

torial regions (Gurnett et al., 1983). This is consistent with the distribution of Figures522

3b. But note however that we did not observe series of bands as regularly organized as523

in Gurnett et al. (1983).524
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For bKOM, that is undoubtedly auroral (Ladreiter et al., 1994; Imai et al., 2019;525

Louis, Prangé, et al., 2019), Point (1) could be interpreted as the result of refraction on526

the equatorial plasma (as suggested by Kurth et al., 1980), which deserves ray-tracing527

studies (Kimura et al., 2008b). This is also supported by the fact (point 10) that bKOM528

seems better organized in centrifugal latitude than in magnetic latitude (although bKOM529

source locations are organized along magnetic field lines). For QP bursts (points 1,4),530

the beaming towards high latitudes has been attributed to propagation effects from high531

latitude sources (MacDowall et al., 1993; Desch, 1994; Hospodarsky et al., 2004). We find532

here (9) that the occurrence of QP reaches extremely high values (> 80%) at high lat-533

itudes, and that it seems better organized in magnetic latitude, revealing a very active534

auroral-related process.535

The observed North/South asymmetry (points 2,3) is likely related in fine to the536

asymmetric Jovian magnetic field, via the organization of the magnetospheric plasma537

that it governs, but no simple explanation is available. The asymmetry of the auroral538

and Io-DAM frequency ranges (8) is easier to interpret because the emission is produced539

by the CMI at/near the local fce (which also explains point 10), due to the fact that the540

Jovian magnetic field reaches higher amplitudes in the northern hemisphere (Connerney541

et al., 2018). The larger occurrence in the northern hemisphere is less easy to explain.542

The fact that emission produced in one hemisphere is not observable from the other one543

beyond a few degrees of opposed latitude, in spite of ExPRES predictions, was noted by544

Louis, Lamy, Zarka, Cecconi, Imai, et al. (2017). It was possibly attributed to the model545

of Galopeau and Boudjada (2016) of an oblate emission cone produced by the CMI when546

taking into account the different orientations of the magnetic field and its gradient in547

the sources, and leading to a cone opening much smaller in the plane containing B and548

∇B (the meridian plane in the case of a dipolar field) than in the perpendicular direc-549

tion.550

The occurrence of HOM emissions (below 6-8 MHz) significantly higher than that551

of auroral-DAM (Point 9), especially in the southern hemisphere, associated with the fact552

that HOM emissions seem less intense, question the relationship between these two com-553

ponents that one would tend to consider as the low- and high-frequency parts of the same554

emission (Imai et al., 2011).555

Finally the occurrence of Io-DAM emissions (Point 9), the lowest of all components,556

must be compared to that of potentially visible emissions. Comparing Io’s orbital pe-557

riod of 42.5 h to the typical duration of Io-induced arcs (tens of minutes to a few hours,558

Marques et al., 2017), we expect Io-DAM emission to be detected 1-5% of the time if it559

is permanent, less if it is not. The observed occurrences thus support permanent emis-560

sion, as inferred independently by Louis, Lamy, Zarka, Cecconi, Imai, et al. (2017).561

More detailed studies of each component are out of the scope of the present paper.562

They will be the subject of further works. In particular, studies based on the catalog and563

absolute flux densities should include:564

• occurrence and intensity variations as a function of the observer’s longitude (so-565

called Central Meridian Longitude) and the frequency, in the line of Imai et al.566

(2011). The latter authors studied such variations at low latitudes from Cassini567

data, and put constraints on the relative internal (rotational) and external (so-568

lar wind) control of the auroral emissions. The same study can be performed from569

Juno data combining in addition the information about the latitude, and extend-570

ing the spectral range up to 40 MHz (whereas Cassini radio measurements are lim-571

ited to ≤ 16.1 MHz (Gurnett et al., 2004)).572

• occurrence and intensity variations as a function of the observer’s Local Time, in573

order to determine if an asymmetry exists between the dawn and the dusk sides574

of the planet, and comparison to the distribution of UV auroras.575
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Of course, each Jovian radio component should be studied separately, and their statis-576

tical properties compared. The dataset studied in the present paper is limited to ∼ 3 years,577

but it will reach ∼ 9 years at the end of the Juno extended mission, increasing the sta-578

tistical basis by a factor > 3. This should allow us to investigate long-term solar wind579

effects, variations of the solar EUV flux, and seasonal variations such as done for the Sat-580

urnian Kilometric Radiation by, e.g., Nakamura et al. (2019). We expect that this fur-581

ther characterization of the Jovian radio components will help understanding their ori-582

gin, beaming and relations between components.583

Appendix A Flux density estimation of Juno/Waves584

As explained in section 1, we present in this Appendix a method to convert Juno/Waves585

measurements (“PDS v1” data set, but the method also applies to recalibrated “PDS586

v2” data) into absolute flux densities. This processing of the data provided by the PI587

team is primarily done by comparison with Cassini observations of Jupiter taken dur-588

ing the flyby of 2000–2001, which were themselves calibrated against the galactic radio589

background in the range 3.5 kHz – 16.1 MHz, with an additional validation via compar-590

ison with ground-based observations (Zarka et al., 2004). In order to characterize the591

spectrum of Jupiter’s low-frequency radio components with Cassini, 21 intervals of du-592

ration 1 to 9 Jovian rotation periods each (the Jovian rotation period is 9 h 55.5 min)593

were selected during the 6 months surrounding Jupiter’s closest approach by Cassini, one594

or several radio components being active during each interval. Average and peak spec-595

tra were computed over these intervals. Cassini remained within ±4◦ of Jovicentric lat-596

itude, i.e. within ±14◦ of Jovimagnetic latitude, and farther than 137 RJ from Jupiter.597

In order to use Juno data recorded in comparable conditions, within the constraints598

set by the Juno orbits (i.e. an apojove at ∼ 113 RJ , cf. Figure 1a), we selected 120 in-599

tervals of 4 jovian rotation periods each (∼ 40 hours) over the portions of Juno’s orbits600

located within ±4◦ of Jovicentric latitude and farther than 30 RJ from the planet (these601

limits are displayed in Figure 1a). Together, these intervals account for ∼ 13.5% of the602

total time spent by Juno within these limits (see Figure 1b).603

Figure A1a,b show dynamic spectra of Juno/Waves survey data (Kurth & Piker,604

2019, NASA/PDS v1) on 2016/08/27 (around perijove 1) and 2016/10/16 (at ∼ 45 RJ605

from Jupiter and a latitude ∼ 9◦), with intensities in V 2/m2/Hz. The y-axis is labelled606

in channel number, which is a convenient display as the distribution of frequencies is log-607

arithmic below 3 MHz (i.e. below channel #87, across the LFR-low, LFR-high and HFR-608

low receivers) and linear in the HFR-high receiver (channels #88 and higher). Receiver609

limits are well visible: LFR-low band goes here from channel #16 to #42 (1 to 20 kHz),610

LFR-high from #43 to #60 (20 to 140 kHz), HFR-low from #62 to #87 (140 kHz to611

3 MHz), and HFR-high from #88 to #125 (3 to 41 MHz). Jovian radio emissions are612

all the structured patches except the constant interference in HFR-high and HFR-low613

and the intense variable one in HFR-low in Figure A1a.614

Figure A1c displays the apparent median flux density spectrum derived from “PDS615

v1” data, that includes normalization to 1 AU (see below), for each of the 120 selected616

intervals. Again the band limits are clear, with large intensity jumps across them (up617

to ≥ 30 dB at edges of the HFR-low band, which in addition displays a much larger sig-618

nal variability). The interference lines in HFR-high are very stable. Of course the inten-619

sity jumps are not physical, which shows the need for processing further the intensities.620

A1 Pre-processing of Juno/Waves data621

First, we checked if the Jovian radio signals at high frequency (DAM emission) sig-622

nificantly changed on the average between the Cassini and Juno eras, separated by ≥623

16 years. To do so, we used the Nancay Decameter Array catalog from Marques et al.624
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Figure A1. (a) Dynamic spectra of 24 h of Juno/Waves “PDS v1” survey data around peri-

jove 1. Y-axis is in channel number, that combines log-spaced frequencies <3 MHz (channel #87)

and linearly-spaced frequencies above that frequency. Intensities are in V 2/m2/Hz. Ephemeris

information is listed along the X-axis. (b) Same as (a) for 24 h between perijoves 1 and 2, at 40

to 50 RJ from the planet. (c) Median flux density spectra derived from Juno/Waves PDS-v1

data over 120 selected intervals (in blue) and their overall median spectrum (in red), normalized

to an observer’s distance of 1 AU. Intensities have been converted to W/m2/Hz by a simple

division by the impedance of free space (Z0=377 Ω). (d) Power spectrum of a time series of

Juno/Waves measurements in channel 91 (6.5 MHz). Blue parts of the power spectrum are set to

0 for filtering out interference not modulated by the spacecraft rotation and its harmonics (these

are the intervals N/30 ± 0.005 Hz, with N = 1, 8, displayed in black). (e,f) Same as (a,b) after

FFT-filtering (d).

(2017), extended since to the end of 2020, that encompasses the two epochs. Figure A2a625

shows the average intensity of each DAM event (the only Jovian radio component vis-626

ible from Earth) from that catalog between late 1990 and 2020. Intensity values have627

been corrected for the variable Earth-Jupiter distance, also displayed on the Figure. In-628

tensities appear very stable over the long term, with a ∼ 2 dB modulation at 11–12 year629

period (solar wind and Jovian year). The Cassini fly-by epoch, ∼ 2 years before a so-630

lar activity maximum, is displayed with red symbols. The Juno tour, which started af-631

ter the next solar activity maximum, is displayed with blue symbols. To better quan-632

tify the measured intensities, we display in Figure A2b the histograms of the intensity633

distributions of DAM events over the Cassini (red) and Juno (blue) eras, marking also634

their mean and median values (vertical solid and dashed lines). Figure A2c is similar to635

Figure A2b except that the blue (Juno) distribution is restricted to the 120 intervals –636

of 40 h duration each – selected in Juno data (see above). We can see that the DAM mean637

intensities are identical between the two epochs (within ∼ 0.1 dB i.e. ∼ 2%), while the638

median values have not varied by more than 0.3 dB (∼ 7%). We will see that these er-639

rors are negligible with respect to the other ones affecting the processing procedure.640
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Figure A2. (a) DAM intensity from the Nançay Decameter Array catalog 1990-2020

(extended from Marques et al., 2017), averaged on each event of the catalog (of duration between

a few minutes and 5 hours). Intensity values have been corrected for the variable Earth-Jupiter

distance, also displayed in the figure. Measurements during the Cassini flyby are displayed in

red, and those during the Juno tour (for the 3-year interval studied) in blue. (b) Histograms of

DAM intensities measured with the NDA during the Cassini and Juno eras, with indication of

the mean (solid line) and median (dashed line) of each histogram. (c) Same as (b) with the Juno

era histogram computed only over the 120 intervals selected for our processing.

Second, we must pre-process the Juno/Waves data in order to obtain intensity val-641

ues related to Jupiter signals only. In the case of Cassini data, it was enough to subtract642

the Galactic background (measured at times when Jupiter signal was absent and used643

for calibrating the Cassini data) and interpolate through a few discrete interference lines644

(Zarka et al., 2004). The interference and instrumental noise are much more severe on645

Juno. Thus we implemented a new filtering technique specifically adapted to Juno ra-646

dio measurements.647

Juno/Waves uses a single short dipole as an electric sensor (Kurth, Hospodarsky,648

et al., 2017). Such an antenna has a broad gain pattern with a minimum in the direc-649

tion of the dipole, and a maximum perpendicular to it (in sin2θ for an ideal short dipole,650

with θ the angle relative to the direction of the dipole; see e.g. Cecconi, 2010). As Juno651

rotates around an axis nearly perpendicular to this dipole, any signal entering via the652

antenna (except if coming exactly along the rotation axis) will be modulated at Juno’s653

rotation period PJuno = 30 s, at PJuno/2 because an electric dipole is invariant by a ro-654

tation of 180◦, and at higher harmonics PJuno/N because the antenna response is not655

purely sinusoidal (it is perturbed by the spacecraft body and its solar panels, and it de-656

pends on the incoming direction of the signal relative to the antenna, see Sampl et al.,657

2016). Indeed, when we compute the power spectrum of a time series of Juno/Waves mea-658
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surements at any given frequency, it reveals many peaks at frequencies of N/30 Hz (N ≥659

1), as displayed in Figure A1d for a typical frequency channel. Spacecraft- or instrument-660

generated interference are not modulated by the spacecraft rotation. Thus, in order to661

get rid of most non-Jupiter signals, we filtered out unmodulated signals.662

In practice, for each Waves frequency channel and each window of 24 h, we com-663

puted by FFT complex spectra of the corresponding times series, resampled at 1 s time664

resolution (to fulfilled the Nyquist-Shannon sampling criterion) with short gaps inter-665

polated; then we set to 0 the resulting spectrum except for spectral ranges around the666

N/30 Hz frequencies, and performed an inverse FFT. Tests showed that an optimal re-667

sult (in terms of interference removal and signal preservation) was obtained by retain-668

ing a window of ±0.005 Hz (i.e. ±15% of the fundamental frequency 1/30 Hz) around669

harmonics with N = 1 to 8 (out of a maximum of N = 15 due to the initial data sam-670

pling at 1 sec, but harmonics 9 to 15 were found to contain only noise). Accordingly, only671

the black parts of Figure A1d are retained whereas light blue parts are set to 0. After672

FFT filtering, data are integrated in 15 s bins. This filtering results are illustrated on673

Figures A1e and A1f, that are the filtered versions of Figures A1a and A1b. A large part674

of interference is removed and the jumps between spectral bands are reduced, so that675

the Jovian radio emissions appear with a much better contrast.676

Third, we compute and subtract a background at each frequency. In principle, FFT677

filtering should remove or considerably reduce any constant background. In practice, we678

see that a low-level background persists in bands LFR-low, LFR-high and HFR-high, and679

a relatively large one in HFR-low (that contains only noise and interference except close680

to perijoves). The background is computed at each frequency as the mode of the histogram681

(estimated via a robust mean) of a long series of measured values at that frequency. Fig-682

ure A3a displays the background spectra computed per interval of 53 days between per-683

ijoves, as well as on the inbound trajectory prior to 2016/07/04. We see that except in684

the lower part of the HFR-low band, the background is very stable all along the tour.685

Thus we used a constant mean background for the entire 3-year interval studied. Fig-686

ure A3b displays a typical time series at a clean frequency of the HFR-high band after687

FFT filtering. The periodic peaks correspond to apparent signal increases at perijoves688

due to decreasing distance. Figure A3c shows the same time series after background sub-689

traction, that alters only low intensity values. The signal in panel A3c should consist ex-690

clusively of Jovian radio emissions. Then, normalization by R2 is applied (with R the691

distance between Juno and Jupiter’s center) in order to derive the Jovian signal as ob-692

served from a distance of 1 AU. It is displayed in Figure A3d in flux density units (W/m2/Hz,693

related to the processed signal in V 2/m2/Hz by a simple division by the impedance of694

free space, Z0=377 Ω). In spite of the error introduced, mostly near perijoves, by the695

fact that the radio sources are not at the center of Jupiter, the time series of Figure A3d696

shows a quasi constant peak level of Jovian radio emissions across the 3-year interval stud-697

ied, and periodic minima caused by the capability to detect weaker signals near perijoves,698

consistent with expectations.699

The above pre-processing, consisting of FFT filtering, background subtraction, di-700

vision by the impedance of free space Z0 and normalization to 1 AU, was then applied701

to all data from the 120 intervals mentioned above.702

A2 Conversion of pre-processed Juno/Waves data into flux densities703

Following the method defined in Zarka et al. (2004), for each of the 120 selected704

intervals (lasting 4 Jovian rotation each), we computed from the pre-processed Juno/Waves705

data a 50% occurrence spectrum and a 1% occurrence spectrum (i.e. the levels at each706

frequency exceeded resp. 50% and 1% of the time). These spectra (in blue) and their707

overall medians are displayed in Figures A4a and A4b. In order to derive smooth con-708

version curves versus frequency, we computed polynomial fits of the median 50% (in red)709
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Figure A3. (a) Background spectra of Juno/Waves FFT-filtered survey measurements per

Juno’s orbit (+ during the inbound trajectory from 2016/04/09 to perijove 0 on 2016/07/05) are

displayed in grey. The background with a lower low-frequency part is the one corresponding to

the inbound trajectory, over which no Jovian trapped continuum is detected. The mean back-

ground is the black solid line, with its 1σ variations limited by the dashed lines. (b) Time series

of FFT-filtered intensities in channel 94. (c) Same as (b), after subtraction of mean background

from (a). (d) Same as (c) after normalization to an observer’s distance of 1 AU and conversion to

flux densities.

and 1% (in black) Juno/Waves spectra of Figures A4a and A4b. A fit by polynomials710

of degree 5 was found to reproduce well the median spectra in the 3 lower bands. In the711

HFR-high band, the very stable residual interference must be taken into account in the712

conversion curve, thus a polynomial fit was not applicable. Instead, we only smoothed713

the median HFR-high spectra by a sliding 3-bin window. The resulting reference 50%714

and 1% spectra for Juno/Waves data are displayed in Figure A4c as solid red and black715

lines, respectively.716

The reference spectra derived from Cassini data, that should be matched to the717

above reference Juno/Waves spectra, are displayed in Figure A4c as dashed lines. These718

spectra are the smoothed versions of the median 50% and 1% spectra obtained from the719

21 intervals of Cassini observations of Jupiter studied in Zarka et al. (2004), and displayed720

in Figure 7a,b of that paper. As Cassini radio observations only covered the range 3.5 kHz –721

16.1 MHz, we used Voyager measurements of the Jovian radio spectrum from Zarka (1992)722

to extend the reference Cassini 50% and 1% spectra up to 40.5 MHz. The Voyager spec-723
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Figure A4. (a) Median flux density spectra computed over the 120 selected intervals of

Juno/Waves data, after FFT-filtering, background subtraction and normalization to an observer’s

distance of 1 AU (blue lines). The red line is the median over all individual median spectra. (b)

same as (a), but for the first percentile spectra i.e. the flux density at each frequency exceeded

by 1% of the measurements in each of the 120 intervals. The black line is the median over all

individual 1% occurrence spectra. (c) Smoothed median spectra from panels (a) and (b) (solid

lines) and Cassini-Voyager 50% and 1% spectra derived as explained in the caption of Figure

S1 (dashed lines). The HFR-low band is grey-shaded because this procedure based on long-

term statistics does not apply to it (see text). (d) Conversion curves deduced from the ratios of

Cassini-Voyager to Juno 50% (red) and 1% (black) spectra from panel (c). The purple line is the

geometrical average of the red and black curves. A constant value is used below 5 kHz in replace-

ment of the computed ones (dashed), to take into account the presence of trapped continuum

(see text).
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trum matches well the Cassini 1% spectrum, and it was downscaled in intensity to also724

extend the 50% spectrum. Figure S1 in the Supporting Information provides some de-725

tails on the construction of the Cassini-Voyager reference spectra. These spectra repre-726

sent the true flux densities that should be statistically measured at 1 AU, at respectively727

the 1% and the 50% occurrence levels. We interpolated them on Juno/Waves frequen-728

cies. Finally, dividing frequency by frequency the black dashed curve by the black solid729

one, and the red dashed curve by the red solid one, provides two estimates of the Juno/Waves730

conversion curve, plotted in Figure A4d with their corresponding colors (the one result-731

ing from the ratio of 1% spectra in black, and that deduced from 50% spectra in red).732

They are very close to each other over the entire spectral range of Juno/Waves. We com-733

puted their geometrical average (in purple), that will be used as the final conversion curve734

that will allow us to convert Juno/Waves FFT-filtered data into flux densities.735

Taking into account the shift of each curve (black or red) to their geometrical av-736

erage (purple), and the secondary sources of errors noted above (difference of actual emis-737

sion levels at Cassini(-Voyager) and Juno epochs, the effect of the background subtrac-738

tion on low intensity values, smoothing of the reference spectra), we estimate that an739

error of a factor ≤ 2 should affect the estimated Juno/Waves flux densities in the LFR-740

high and HFR-high bands, and in the LFR-low band above 5 kHz.741

Below 5 kHz, measurements from Juno inside the Jovian magnetosphere and from742

Cassini which stayed outside of it (Kurth et al., 2002) differ due to the presence of the743

trapped continuum (Gurnett & Scarf, 1983). This component does not originate close744

to the planet and its intensity is not expected to vary in 1/R2. Its presence explains that745

the intensities measured by Juno below 5 kHz are 2−3 orders of magnitude higher than746

those above 10 kHz, whereas this ratio is only 1−2 orders of magnitude for Cassini. This747

explains in turn the steep decrease of our conversion curve in Figure A4d, that is invalid748

below 5 kHz. One way to possibly solve this problem would be to use measurements from749

a secondary calibrator, i.e. a spacecraft having performed radio measurements both in-750

side and outside Jupiter’s magnetosphere, such as Voyager or Galileo. Measurements from751

that spacecraft outside the magnetosphere can be calibrated against Cassini measure-752

ments (themselves calibrated on the Galactic radio background), and they can then be753

compared to Juno/Waves measurements inside the magnetosphere. Such a complex pro-754

cess is beyond the scope of the present paper, as the range below 5 kHz only concerns755

the flux densities (not the occurrences) at the lower end of the nLF, QP and bKOM com-756

ponents. For simplicity, we simply propose to use below 5 kHz a constant conversion fac-757

tor that is the one computed at 5 kHz. The purple curve of Figure A4d has been adapted758

accordingly.759

The situation is even more complex in the HFR-low band. The purple curve is sev-760

eral magnitude orders lower there than in the other bands. The reason is that due to the761

very low sensitivity of the HFR-low band, Jovian signals are only detected for a few hours762

around the perijoves (FFT of HFR-low data time series show no peak at N/30 Hz out-763

side of perijoves). Therefore, the 1% and 50% levels computed from the 120 selected in-764

tervals, all located beyond 30 RJ from the planet, actually characterize only the noise765

and not the Jovian radio spectrum. The above procedure is therefore not relevant for766

estimating the flux density in the HFR-low band. This is why this band is shaded in Pan-767

els A4c,d. We have adapted the procedure to the specificity of this band as follows.768

We considered only 19 intervals of 4 h, i.e. ±2 h, around perijoves #1 to #20 (in-769

struments were off during perijove #2), as these are the only intervals during which Jo-770

vian signals were recorded in HFR-low. During these intervals, FFT filtering was per-771

formed on 30 min. windows (instead of 24 h for the other bands) to minimize the strong772

signal variations due to the rapidly changing distance from the spacecraft to the radio773

sources. Only the 1% occurrence level was computed at each frequency, because the 50%774

level is strongly polluted by the residual intense frequency-variable interference that ap-775

pears in this band near perijoves (see Figures A1a,e).776
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Figure A5. Same as Figure A4 but focused on the perijoves, for estimating the flux density

of the HFR-low band.(a) First percentile spectra i.e. the flux density at each frequency exceeded

by 1% of the measurements in each of the 19 intervals around perijoves. The black line is the

median over all individual 1% occurrence spectra. Measurements have been processed and con-

verted to flux densities in LFR-low, LFR-high and HFR-high bands, and pre-processed only

(FFT-filtered, background subtracted) in the HFR-low band. The dashed curve is the portion of

the Cassini 1% reference spectrum (from Figure A4c), up-scaled to match the level of the signals

on both sides of the HFR-low band. (b) Same as Figure A4d, completed by the conversion curve

in the HFR-low band. The black line is deduced from panel (a). The red line is deduced from

50% spectra, which are too much polluted to be used for our processing procedure. The purple

line is the linear interpolation of the black line that matches the conversion curve at both edges

of the HFR-low band.

Figure A5a displays the 1% occurrence spectra measured by Juno/Waves in the777

above 19 intervals (blue lines), and their median (black solid line). In the LFR-low, LFR-778

high and HFR-high bands, the spectra are processed using the curve of Figure A4d (but779

not normalized to a fixed distance), while they are only pre-processed (FFT filtered and780

background-subtracted) in the HFR-low band. The dashed curve in the HFR-low band781

is the portion of the Cassini 1% reference spectrum (from Figure A4c), upscaled due to782

the much lower distance to the source in order to match the level of the processed sig-783

nals at the upper end of the LFR-high and at the lower end of the HFR-high bands. This784

dashed curve is used as the true flux densities that should be measured by Juno/Waves785

in the HFR-low band, assuming that the Jovian radio spectrum is similar as seen from786

the high latitudes sampled around the perijoves and from the low latitudes sampled by787

Cassini. This assumption has no reason to be correct. It is only the simplest one that788

we can make, and it matches well the estimated levels on both sides of the band. But789

note that we will not derive a true reliable conversion curve in the HFR-low band, but790

only a reasonable estimate. Similar to the other bands, this estimated conversion curve791

is computed as the ratio of the Cassini 1% spectrum (dashed) to the Juno/Waves one792

(solid). It is displayed in Figure A5b as the black solid line in the HFR-low band, to-793

gether with the conversion curves of the other bands reproduced from Figure A4d.794

The red line in the HFR-low band is the conversion curve that would be deduced795

from the ratio of the Cassini 50% spectrum to the Juno/Waves one (not shown in Fig-796

ure A5a). It is only displayed here for information, and will not be used, because the Juno/Waves797

50% spectrum in the HFR-low band is strongly overestimated due to the contribution798

of the residual frequency-variable interference, and consequently the conversion curve is799

largely underestimated. We will thus use only the HFR-low conversion curve deduced800
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from the ratio of the 1% spectra (solid black line). It is very noisy, due to the low statis-801

tics available in the nineteen 4 h intervals used, and possibly due to residual interference.802

In order to obtain a smooth conversion curve, we noted that an acceptable fit to this curve803

is simply the straight line connecting conversion curves outside the HFR-low band (solid804

purple line). We adopted that solution to complete the Juno/Waves conversion curve.805

The error on the flux densities thus derived in the HFR-low band is difficult to es-806

timate, due to the assumptions made. They are likely larger than in the other bands,807

but also likely much less than an order of magnitude, considering the consistency of the808

solutions across the various bands and the fluctuations of the black line around the pur-809

ple one in Figure A5b (in the HFR-low band). Although not perfect, this is a significant810

improvement over PDS data, that show intensity jumps between bands (Figure A1c),811

contain interference and background, and are not directly related to flux densities.812

Figure A6. Processed versions derived from Figures A1a,b and then A1e,f by application of

the conversion curve of Figure A5b.

Finally, the following steps have to be performed to process the Juno/Waves data813

and convert them to flux densities:814

• resample the data (provided by the NASA/PDS, in linear scale of V 2/m2/Hz)815

to 1 s and interpolate short gaps;816

• apply an FFT filtering (the window size is not crucial; 24 h is generally suitable817

except close to perijoves, where a shorter window is needed; we used 30 min in this818

study within ±2 h of the perijoves);819

• optionally subtract a background spectrum;820

• multiply by the adequate conversion coefficients purple line of Figure A5b for con-821

verting “PDS v1” data). Flux densities in W/m2/Hz are then obtained by divid-822

ing the results by the free space impedance Z0 = 377 Ω;823

• optionally, correct for the 1/R2 dependence to normalize the flux densities to a824

constant distance.825

Figures A6a,b are the processed versions of Figures A1a,b. The displayed inten-826

sities have now a physical meaning. Most of the interference is removed (except in the827

HFR-low band), the jumps between spectral bands are further reduced to become quasi-828

negligible, and the Jovian radio emissions show up clearly with a good contrast over a829

near-zero background.830
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Note that our flux density conversion can be extended to burst-mode data by com-831

parison with simultaneous survey-mode data used as a reference.832

Data Availability Statement833

The Juno/Waves “PDS v1” data used in this manuscript in input of our process-834

ing pipeline are available from the Planetary Data System at https://doi.org/10.17189/835

1519710 (Kurth & Piker, 2019). The processed data converted to flux densities can be836

accessed at https://doi.org/10.25935/6jg4-mk86 (Louis, Zarka, & Cecconi, 2021),837

along with tables of conversion factors and background values in each frequency chan-838

nel. All the ExPRES simulation data are available at https://doi.org/10.25935/kpge839

-zb59 (Louis, Cecconi, & Loh, 2020). The Juno/Waves catalogue of Section 4 is avail-840

able at https://doi.org/10.25935/nhb2-wy29 (Louis, Zarka, Cecconi, & Kurth, 2021)841
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